
ARTWORK SUBMISSION GUIDE
by: Jason Lee

File Types
You may send .pdf, .eps, .tif, .jpg, .psd, .ai, .qxd and .indd files.
We would prefer you to send PDFs and EPS files with outlined fonts. These files are much easier to 
handle and will likely speed up your turnaround.

File Resolution
The resolution of press quality files should be a minimum of 300 DPI.  Most images and picture files 
must be converted from the standard 72 DPI to 300 DPI using photoshop.

Bleeds and Crop Marks
When creating a file make sure you include an 1/8” bleed with crop marks so we will know where to 
cut your job.  If a job is 8.5” x 11”, with bleeds the file would be 8.75” x 11.25” and we would cut off 
the extra 1/8” on each of the 4-sides.

No Bleeds.  Bad!!! Bleeds.  Good!!!

72DPI  Low Resolution 300DPI High Resolution



Text too close to the Edge
All text should be at least 1/8” away from the edge of the sheet.  We cut through many sheets at a 
time, so watch your borders to avoid text from being cut off.

Separations & Pantone Spot Colors
If you would like your job to be printed in Pantone (PMS) colors you must send the file separated in the 
PMS colors of your choice.  Even though it may look like it is distinct colors on your computer screen it 
is not always the case.  Sometimes the color will be in CMYK or in RGB.  When creating monotone or 
duotone spot color images using photoshop, you must save the file as a Photoshop EPS file otherwise 
it will be converted automatically to CMYK when placed in layout programs such as QuarkXpress or 
Adobe InDesign.

This text is too close to the cutting line.
This text is perfect~!

PMS 241 PMS 241
Pantone Color CMYK Version of the Pantone Color

(Slightly Different)

Color Modes
All full color artwork should be saved in CMYK mode.  If you send us a RGB file, the colors will shift 
and your job will not have the same desired color.  All the images and picture files in your file must 
also be converted to CMYK.  If there are SPOT colors in your full color file they will automatically be 
converted to CMYK.  The spot colors will in some cases look more different in CMYK mode than de-
sired.

RGB Mode BAD!!! CMYK Mode GOOD!!!



Multiple Files in 1 Document
When submitting multiple lots of business cards for example, please submit 1 file per business card 
instead of bunching a group of them on 1 file.  This would take you longer to make and us longer be-
cause we would have to disassemble it and re-make.  If there is printing on the back, please include 
the back as a separate file as well.

Multiple lots in 1 File.  No Good!!!

Each lot on separate file.  Good!!!

Fonts and Text
When submitting files with text please make sure to either send the fonts used in the file or change 
the text to outlines.  

Text should be changed to outline to 
prevent any font mistakes.

Text should be changed to outline to 
prevent any font mistakes.

Fonts not converted to outline. BAD!!! Fonts converted to outline.  GOOD!!!

Overprint
Primarily used to intentionally overlap Inks for a number of reasons. We suggest that you turn all 
overprint objects off before submitting your files. Unexpected results may occur if you have acciden-
tally set certain things to overprint.



Paper Stock and Ink Color
When choosing a paper stock for your project please keep in mind that ink colors tend to look different 
on different paper stocks.  If you choose a off-white paper stock the ink colors will look different on it 
when compared to a regular white paper stock. 

heavy Black Ink Coverage
When your project has heavy, solid black ink coverage please converted the black from 100% black to 
a CMYK version so that it will print very rich and dark.  The CMYK version is C: 60 M:40 Y: 40 K:100.
If we print it in just 100% Black ink the color will turn out looking slightly grayish and not as rich.

This is how 100% black will look on paper. This is how CMYK black will look on paper.

Proofs
When you have submitted your files you have the option to request a proof.  A proof can be emailed 
to you as a PDF file, faxed or printed on our digital printer.  All final adjustments and errors must be 
corrected at this stage.  Once you approve the proof we can begin the production process~!

Transparency
A transparency issue can be resolved before saving your file. Within Illustrator, you select the art-
work, go to Object and choose “Flatten Transparency”.  Other programs have similar flattening tools.


